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Capture and Governance at Local and National Levels
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Despite the importance of this issue, n
much systematic research appears to have b
devoted to assessing the relative susceptibi
of national and local governments to interes
group capture.2 Here we describe a model o
two-party electoral competition with “probabi
listic” voting behavior and lobbying by special
interest groups based on David Baron (199
and Gene Grossman and Elhanan Helpm
(1996) that helps identify determinants of rela
tive capture at different levels of government3

These include relative levels of voter awarene
and interest-group cohesiveness, electoral
certainty, electoral competition, heterogenei
of districts with respect to inequality, and th
electoral system. While some of these upho
the traditional Madisonian presumption, othe
are likely to create a tendency for lower captu
at the local level, so the net effect is theore
cally ambiguous. This suggests that the exte
of relative capture may be context-specific an
needs to be assessed empirically.

I. The Model

We briefly set out the features of our exten
sion of the Baron-Grossman-Helpman mod
There aren districts each with an identica
number of voters, divided into three classe
poor (p), middle-income (m) and rich (r). District
differ in demographic composition across th
three classes: the proportion of the population
The literature on public choice and politic
economy is characterized by numerous theo
ical analyses of capture of the democratic p
cess by special-interest groups. It is surprisi
therefore, that this literature rarely addresses
question of relative capture at central and lo
levels of government. Yet there are some co
mon presumptions on this matter in the gene
realm of public discussion, going back to Ale
ander Hamilton, James Madison, and John
(1787 [1937 pp. 62–70]) in theFederalist Pa-
pers (No. 10). This view is that the lower th
level of government, the greater is the exten
capture by vested interests, and the less
tected minorities and the poor tend to be. In
United States, this has been quite common
the discussion of the need for federal interv
tion in the protection of minorities in the Civ
Rights years, or of the putative regressive c
sequences of the movement in favor of “stat
rights.” It is central to discussions of decentr
ized mechanisms of “community targeting”
developing countries, in which responsibil
for composition and delivery of public servic
and identification of local beneficiaries is tran
ferred to local governments. If the convention
presumption is correct, the advantage of dec
tralizing delivery mechanisms to local gover
ments with access to superior local informat
would be compromised by greater capture
these programs by local elites. The case for s
forms of decentralization would then depe
on the resulting trade-off between these t
effects.1
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2 Emmanuela Galasso and Martin Ravallion (1999)
study targeting failures in a schooling program in Bang-
ladesh and find that these failures were less severe at the
local level. Recent voter surveys in India also provide data
concerning levels of voter trust in different levels of gov-
ernment, as described in Subrata Mitra (1996), which do not
provide evidence in favor of greater capture at the local
level.

3 Further details of this model are available in our work-
ing paper (Bardhan and Mookherjee, 1999).
1 Jonathan Conning and Michael Kevane (1999) desc
numerous community targeting mechanisms that have b
adopted in developing countries. Bardhan (1996) provi
an overview of the relevant range of considerations
-

evaluating these mechanisms, while Paul Seabright (19
and Bardhan and Mookherjee (1998) present related th
retical models.
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district i are denoted bybp
i , bm

i , andbr
i 5 1 2

bp
i 2 bm

i , respectively. A fractionac of voters in
classc is informed,or politically aware, and vote
for different parties partly on the basis of the leve
of welfare they expect to achieve under their r
spective policies. Political awareness is close
related to socioeconomic position and educati
level, so ar $ am . ap.

4 An increase in the
fraction of the population that is poor will accord
ingly imply a lower fraction of informed voters in
the population as a whole. This will also be th
result of increased inequality in general if politica
awareness is a “concave” function of econom
position, in the sense thatar 2 am # am 2 ap.

5

The welfare level of any member of clas
c 5 p, m, r is a functionUc(p) of policy p.
There are two parties, denoted A and B, sele
ing policy platformspA, pB, respectively. In-
formed voterj in district i votes for party A if

(1) Uc~ j ! ~pA! 2 Uc~ j ! ~pB! 1 a 1 ai 1 « ij $ 0

wherec( j ) denotes the class that voterj belongs
to. Voter loyalty to party A is the sum of three
independent random components: a nationw
preferencea, a zero-mean district-specific pref
erenceai , and a voter-specific preference« ij
which is uniformly distributed within each
district on the range [21/ 2f, 1/ 2f ], wheref .
0 is small. Uninformed voters are swayed b
campaign spendingCi

A, Ci
B of the two parties:

an uninformed voterj will vote for party A as
long as

(2) h@Ci
A 2 Ci

B# 1 a 1 ai 1 « ij $ 0

whereh . 0 is an exogenous parameter.
In the Downsian tradition, parties announc

policies prior to the election and are assum
to commit credibly to these once electe
There is a single organized lobby, compos
only of the rich.6 An exogenous fraction, of
,
f
in

4 Michael Delli Carpini and Scott Keeter (1996 Ch. 4)
present significant empirical evidence in support of this
assumption for the United States.

5 This assumption is also consistent with the result
reported in Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996 [table 4.9 and
figs. 4.1 and 4.2]).

6 Steven Rosenstone and John Hansen (1993 table 8
present evidence that the propensity to contribute money, a
tend meetings, and work on campaigns increases sharply w
family income in the United States between 1952 and 1988
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the set of rich citizens in the district activel
contribute financially to the lobby, while the
remaining members of this class free-ride o
the contributors. The lobby contributes to th
campaign finances of the two parties, cond
tional on their policy platforms. Given thes
contribution strategies, each party selects
policy to maximize its probability of winning
the election.

Consider first an election to a local govern
ment in a given districti . Standard arguments
can be employed to show that partyk has a
dominant strategy to maximize the objectiv
function Vi(pk, Ci

k) [ WI
i(pk) 1 x iCi

k, where
WI

i(pk) denotes the average welfare of informe
voters,

bp
i apUp~pk! 1 bm

i amUm~pk!

1 br
iarUr~pk! k 5 A,B

andx i denotesh{1 2 br
iar 2 bm

i am 2 bp
i ap},

the effectiveness of campaign spending in wi
ning voter support. Moreover, the equilibrium
policy choicepk of partyk 5 A, B maximizes

(3) Vik ; b p
i apUp~pk! 1 b m

i amUm~pk!

1 b r
i$a r 1 ,x i Gi

k%U r~pk!

treatingGi
k, the equilibrium probability of party

k winning, as parametrically given.
The implicit welfare weights in expression

(3) neatly summarize the effects of the politic
system. In the case where all voters are
formed,ac 5 1, all c; x i 5 0; and (3) reduces
to the expression for average (utilitarian) we
fare. Policy biases arise from the existence
uninformed voters. Specifically, the mode
identifies a number of determinants of captur

(i) Lack of effective electoral competition
resulting from loyalty biases in favor o
one party, represented by a higher w
probability for the favored party;

(ii) Electoral uncertainty, represented by
the variability of voter loyalties (i.e., the
riskiness of the swing factora 1 ai),
which also affects the equilibrium win
probability;

s
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(iii) Interest-group cohesiveness,represented
by ,, the fraction of the class of rich citi-
zens who contribute to their lobby;

(iv) Average level of political awareness
represented by the parameterx i , which
is increasing in the fraction of unin-
formed voters in the district; and

(v) Disparity in awareness levels acros
classes,represented by the fractions o
voters ac in different classes who are
informed.

The last two factors explain why capture in
creases with illiteracy, poverty, and inequality

Turn now to electoral competition at the leve
of the national government. Suppose that t
policy space is the same as at the local lev
Moreover, assume that owing to reasons of ho
izontal equity, or to the lack of suitable infor
mation regarding differences across distric
national governments are constrained to sel
the same policy across all districts (i.e.,pi

k 5
pk, all i ). With decentralization to local gov-
ernments, this constraint no longer operate
allowing greater “flexibility” with respect to
local conditions.

In a majoritarian system of national election
party objectives turn out to be simple aggrega
versions of their objectives in local elections, u
der certain supplementary assumptions. These
clude either a single nationwide voting district o
election of representatives from each district on
“first-past-the-post” system to a national asse
bly, with the party gaining a majority in the
assembly forming the national government. Sp
cifically, in the latter case suppose that there is
finite number oftypesof districts i 5 1, 2,...,
where different districts of the same type areex
antehomogenous with respect to party loyaltie
loyalty toward party A in districtd of type i is
given bya 1 ai 1 ad, wheread has an indepen-
dently and identically distributed uniform distri
bution on the range [21/2m, 1/2m]. Then, with a
large enough number of districts within each typ
to permit application of the law of large number
the overall fraction of all assembly seats won b
party A equals1⁄2 1 m[a 1 Sigiai 1 Sigi{ViA 2
ViB}], where gi denotes the fraction of districts o
type i in the country. The objective of partyk will
be to maximizeV̄k [ ¥igiV

ik, which aggregates
its objective in local elections across the distric
A characterization of equilibrium policy platforms
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analogous to that at the local level can then
derived, thus allowing comparisons of the exte
of policy biases at the two levels.

Such simple expressions do not obtain
other electoral systems at the national lev
such as proportional representation, or pow
sharing between multiple parties as manifest
in coalition governments or separation of pow
ers between executive and legislative branch
The consequences of this will be noted below
Section III.

II. Basic Results

We first provide a benchmark case und
which the outcomes of national and local ele
tions exactly coincide. Suppose that (i) all di
tricts areex anteas well asex postidentical; in
particular, they have the same socioeconom
composition, and the swings in different dis
tricts are perfectly correlated; (ii) national elec
tions are majoritarian; (iii) the same proportio
of voters in any given class are informed i
local and national elections; and (iv) the rich a
equally well-organized at the national and loc
levels. Then the outcome of local and (major
tarian) national elections will exactly coincide
in terms of policy platforms, campaign spend
ing, and winning probabilities. This result fol
lows directly from expressions obtained abov
for the objectives of the parties in elections
the two levels.

Now suppose that assumptions (iii) and (iv) a
modified: voters are better informed at the n
tional level (owing to greater media attention), o
the rich are less well-organized at the nation
level (owing to greater size and heterogeneity
the group, or larger communication and coordin
tion costs). Then, assuming conditions (i) and (
continue to hold, there will be more capture at th
local level. In particular, the dropping of assum
tion (iv) echoes exactly the Madisonian argume
In order to identify other determinants of relativ
capture, we therefore subsequently assume
(iii) and (iv) hold.

Consider, for instance, possible differences
the nature of electoral competition at nation
and local elections. Suppose that two parti
contest both national and local elections, a
independent district-specific swings may exi
but are drawn from the same distribution acro
all districts. Moreover, the districts have th
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same socioeconomic composition, so they a
ex antehomogenous. The existence of distric
specific swings implies that electoral unce
tainty is greater at the local level in the sense
a mean-preserving increase in spread of t
swing factor. Under a regularity condition on it
distribution (satisfied by a wide class of distr
butions, including uniform and normal distribu
tions), this turns out to imply less capture of th
dominant party at the local level. The essent
reason is that the dominant party A is less like
to win at the local level, reducing the incentiv
of the lobby to contribute to its campaign fund

The preceding result relies on the assumpti
that the districts areex antehomogeneous in all
respects. Suppose instead that there are two ty
of districts, with sharply opposing party loyalties
Voters in the first type of district exhibit a marke
preference for party A, while those in the secon
type favor B strongly. Local elections within thes
two types of districts will result in very uneven
competition, with the contest being heavil
weighted in favor of the locally favored party. Th
level of capture of local government will be hig
in both districts. If at the national level there ar
equal numbers of the two types of districts, th
electoral competition will be substantially mor
even, and the outcome less certain. Then there
be less capture at the national level.

Another source of differential capture may b
differences in the number of competing parties
the national and local levels. This may result fro
higher political stakes in national elections, o
from interdistrict disparities in the strengths o
different parties. It is frequently the case that loc
elections involve a contest between two partie
but different party pairs compete in different dis
tricts, with all parties competing at the nationa
level. In such contexts, examples can be co
structed where there is greater capture at the lo
level, resulting again from the stronger incentiv
of the lobby to contribute to campaign funds of th
locally favored party.

III. Extensions

We return now to a two-party system a
both levels, but where districts vary with re
spect to inequality. This tends to increas
capture in high-inequality districts, owing to
the higher fraction of uninformed voters in
e
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such districts, creating disparities in th
effectiveness of campaign funds across d
tricts. These disparities also imply that in
national election parties will bias the alloca
tion of campaign spending in favor of high
inequality districts. Given a per-distric
campaign budget ofCk in the national elec-
tion, partyk’s electoral strategy consists of
platform pk and an allocation of campaign
spending across districtsCi

k to maximize
¥ ig i [WI

i(pk) 1 x iCi
k], subject to the budget

constraint¥ ig iCi
k # Ck. Parties will concen-

trate their entire spending on district typeh
with the greatest inequality:Ch

k 5 (1/gh)Ck,
and zero in all other districts. The additiona
premium placed on the interests of the rich
expression (3) as a result of lobbying will b
xh at the national level, compared withx i at
the local level. In this case capture at th
national level equals the highest level of ca
ture across all local governments. The intu
tive reason is that, in a national campaign, t
fungibility of election funds implies that they
can be deployed more effectively than in loc
elections. This raises the value of campaig
finance in a national election, allowing lob
bies to purchase influence at a “cheape
price. This conclusion is modified in the cas
of diminishing returns (in terms of support o
uninformed voters) to campaign spending.
that case parties spend a larger fraction (ra
er than all) of their funds in districts with high
inequality. The net outcome is that the na
tional government is captured less than loc
governments in the highest-inequality dis
tricts, but more than local governments in th
low-inequality districts. In this more realistic
scenario, decentralization will tend to rais
capture in high-inequality districts and lowe
it in low-inequality districts.

Finally, consider the implications of non
majoritarian national elections, in a setting wit
homogenous districts. Suppose the two part
share power in a coalition national governme
based on their relative strengths in the nation
assembly, with every district electing one repr
sentative to the legislature on the basis of major
voting. Assume that the policy space is an interv
of the real line, and the actual policy that emerg
in the coalition national government is a conve
combination of the policy platforms of the two
parties, with weights equal to relative strengths
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the two parties in the legislature. In addition su
pose that each class has a single-peaked, str
concave utility function over the policy space, an
the ideal pointspc of the three classesc 5 p, m, r
are ordered:pr , pm , pp, as in the case of a
welfare program financed by income or proper
taxes. In this case, equilibrium policy platform
diverge more at the national level than at the loc
level, but the resulting policy of the national gov
ernment is less subject to capture by the rich th
the majority of local governments, where th
dominant party wins. Similar to the case of hete
ogenous inequality, the level of capture at th
national level is intermediate between the range
levels of capture of different local governments

IV. Conclusion

In summary, the relative proneness to captu
of local governments depends on a multitude
diverse factors. Some of these provide support
the Madisonian presumption in favor of great
capture at the local level, such as greater cohes
ness of interest groups and higher levels of vo
ignorance at the local level. But we also identify
number of other determinants of capture whic
pull in different directions. These include the re
ative extent of electoral competition, electoral u
certainty, and the value of campaign funds in loc
vis-à-vis national elections. Other relevant facto
include heterogeneity among local districts wi
respect to intra-district inequality, and differen
electoral systems at the two levels. The contra
ing roles of these diverse factors suggest that
extent of relative capture at the local level ma
well turn out to be context- and system-specifi
This creates the need for empirical research
identify the nature of relative capture in any give
setting, in order to appraise the potential pitfalls
decentralization. We hope that our analysis w
provide a useful framework for such empirica
work.
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